PSE – PHAGlobal® Plus
Action Tracking

“

We were most pleased with
the attention to detail and
completeness required to be
in compliance with OSHA.

”

The KEY to a stress-free, compliant PHA or DHA is in timely completion and success in completing action items
identified.
Process Safety Enterprise® – PHAGlobal® Plus automates this process for you - tracking action items across
multiple sites reducing time manually spent on these tasks, increasing productivity instantly.

Process Safety Enterprise® Features

PHAGlobal® Features

Efficient ability to track and share action items from PHAs/
DHAs

PHA metholodologies include: HAZOPs, LOPAs, FMEAs,
What-If, and Checklist

Store all data, documents and workflows from many
locations in one centralized system

Auto-population, color coding and renumbering
functionality

SIngle, scalable system that accommodates future needs

Categorize action items and auto-generate tracking

Integrate legacy data easily

One-click concise reporting that can be shared easily

Minimize Risk

Maximize Potential

 Identify compliance gaps and track action items
immediately

 Share and collaborate with users across multiple
facilities

 Centralize data management

 Improve productivity with action item tracking to
simplify follow-ups and maintain compliance
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Action Tracking

We are unique as far as PHAs go and
ioMosaic brings a lot of experience &
technology to the table compared to any
other vendors we have worked with.



Are there PHA templates included in
PHAGlobal®?

Yes, built-in templates for popular methodologies such
as HAZOP, What-If, and LOPA are included. Additional
checklist templates are able to focus on specific needs
like combustible dust, human factor, facility siting process issues, and more.



How much training is typically involved?

Minimal training is required because our software
is Excel based and intuitive to use. PHAGlobal®
uses standard Excel menus and keystrokes. Each
study section is saved as a separate tab in an Excel
workbook. You can also share data with other
Windows applications and multiple users.
PSE enables action items to be assigned and tracked to help
maintain compliance. Action items from PHAGlobal® can be
directly imported into PSE.



We offer flexible programs to fit your needs & budget.
Please contact our sales team to learn more.

FAQs


What are the licensing terms?

Technical and Customer Support

Who is the software bundle intended for?

PSO – PHAGlobal® is designed to help process
safety professionals with the performance and record
keeping of various PHAs, DHAs and other regulatory
requirements. The ease of sharing action items
and not merely tracking them makes a difference
to our customers and reduces resources spent on
cumbersome data organization and management.

)1-844-ioMosaic

We provide technical support by phone or online. Visit our online support center
anytime:
https://support.iomosaic.com

HOW DO I GET STARTED?
See first-hand how your PHA data and its organization can be
simplified. Ask for a demo today!
Call 1.844.ioMosaic or visit
www.ioMosaic.com/PSO-Demo
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